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DC: FROM ZERO TO SIXTY
The District of Columbia Seizes a Leadership Role in Advanced Codes
Abstract
In 2008, the District of Columbia became one of the
few jurisdictions to adopt the IECC 2006 code with
“30% Solution” amendments for residential construction and ASHRAE 90.1-2007 for commercial construction. Along with a series of code requirements
that address water quality and water conservation,
the DC energy codes are now on the cutting edge.

Issue
DC’s out-of-date energy code conflicted with city priCourtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, Credit—Kimberly Faye
orities, and city staff and agency directors did not
initially grasp the importance of timely updates. For years, updating the code was a bureaucratic process with
little impact on energy performance. Through the leadership of key government representatives and extensive
input from leading DC developers, builders, engineers, architects and other local experts and stakeholders, a
consensus was reached targeting DC building codes as a critical opportunity for achieving greater energy efficiency.

Background
In the early 2000s, the national model energy codes could not claim significant energy efficiency improvements
from one version to the next, and overall interest in energy efficiency was minimal. Even states and local jurisdictions committed to staying abreast of code updates faced bureaucratic processes and delays. Model energy
codes were often in place nationally for years before they were adopted locally or statewide. Like most states
and many metropolitan areas, the District of Columbia energy code lagged far behind the national model code
for energy. Outdated code was in place for both commercial and residential buildings, meaning that buildings
were not constructed to meet national minimum energy performance standards.
In 2003, the District of Columbia updated the residential energy code, but adopted a code roughly equivalent to
the 2000 IECC, a code that had been published and available for adoption since mid-2000. Upgrading to the
2000 IECC yielded an energy efficiency gain of approximately 6% for residential buildings over the prior code, but
the ICC published its newest edition (the 2003 IECC) later that year. As a result, DC still lagged a full three years
behind the national model code. The commercial code was also significantly out of date. Prior to the City’s code
update in 2008, the code for commercial buildings was the ASHRAE 90.1-2001, several code cycles behind the
national model code.
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Out-of-date code with adoption years behind published national code might have been the defining feature of
DC’s energy code if it had not been for the efforts of a group of committed advocates and DC government employees.
Mayor Adrian Fenty took office in January 2007 with a strong environmental agenda. Shortly after becoming
Mayor of DC, he joined with other mayors across the nation to highlight the importance of addressing climate
change by signing on to the US Conference of Mayors Climate Commitment. He also supported the Conference
of Mayors Resolution 54 endorsing the 30% Solution, unanimously adopted in June 2008. The 30% Solution
made the link between climate change and energy use of buildings clear and provided a mechanism, through
national model code improvements, for addressing these issues simultaneously. Mayor Fenty’s support for the
30% Solution provided an unassailable demonstration of the City’s interest in addressing energy use of buildings.
In addition, one member of the DC City Council, Mary Cheh, took a keen interest in improving the City’s management of energy resources. Her support and leadership ensured that bureaucratic obstacles were addressed and
resolved.
By 2006, the City was overdue for an energy code update. The DC Green Building Advisory Council (chaired by
DC's Department of the Environment) worked with designers, developers, engineers, the DC Building Industries
Association (DCBIA), government officials and other stakeholders to prepare recommendations for green building code amendments that were based on national best practices. The recommendations were included in the
proposed DC Construction Code Supplement of 2008 that was submitted to the City Council on June 26, 2008 by
the agency responsible for implementing the building code—the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA).

Outcome
The new codes became effective immediately, but a one-year transition period was provided that allowed building permit applications to use either the new or existing codes. The new codes included many of the Green
Building Advisory Council’s (GBAC) recommended greening amendments, most importantly:
Energy Star cool roofs for all but low-rise residential buildings
On-site retention of storm water
Commercial and residential low-flow plumbing fixtures
Improved commercial energy efficiency (ASHRAE 90.1 2007,
which provided an energy efficiency improvement of 20% over
DC’s previous code)
Greatly improved residential energy efficiency (“The 30% Solution,” which produced about 30% more efficiency than the
standards in place in neighboring states Maryland and Virginia)
Moreover, the new building codes permitted green piping materials and waterless urinals (previously waivers were needed and
codes officials often resisted these products). The new green codes
also allowed for greater flexibility in setting outdoor-air ventilation
rates based on software modeling of the building.
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Problem
The DC commercial code was not as advanced as advocates had hoped for. Based on a broad consensus, the
GBAC recommended adoption of the energy efficiency section of ASHRAE Standard 189.1 for commercial buildings—estimated to yield a 30% increase in energy efficiency. After months of debate, proposals, and counterproposals, this recommendation did not receive support from DCRA. Due to delays in publication of the 189.1
Standard, code officials at DCRA were reluctant to adopt it.
The GBAC responded to DCRA’s concerns regarding the validity of an unpublished code by recommending that
the energy section of the 189.1 Standard be cut and pasted into DC’s codes without actually adopting the entire
Standard. Another suggestion was that DC adopt ASHRAE 189.1, or the energy section alone, but postpone the
effective date until one year after official publication of the Standard. The code officials, though, voiced concerns about whether the Standard had flaws that would
not be identified except through the publishing process.
Another concern was that the 189.1 Standard (which is
broader than energy alone) was perhaps incompatible
with other recommendations and that 189.1 was designed to be incorporated as a whole.
In the end, none of the recommended approaches for
adopting or including energy provisions of 189.1 were
acceptable to DCRA. Instead, DC adopted the national
model code for commercial buildings, ASHRAE 90.12007, which still yielded an impressive 20% efficiency
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improvement for DC’s commercial buildings.
D.C. Residential Code Loophole
A complication with DC’s current energy code pertains to residential building requirements. Currently, the DC
energy code for single family homes can be met with either the newly adopted IECC (with 30% Solution amendments) or the IRC. The IRC energy chapter complicates code enforcement by potentially providing a loophole
through which builders might avoid compliance with the energy efficiency requirements stipulated in the
IECC/30% Solution amendments. The City of DC needs to amend the IRC to close this loophole and simplify compliance using a technical correction. DC could strike the IRC energy efficiency sections and clarify that the IECC,
as amended, is required for all residential buildings by inserting the following language:
Delete IRC Sections N1101, N1102 and N1103 in their entirety and substitute as follows:
SECTION N1101
N1101.1 General. Residential buildings shall comply with the D.C. Energy Conservation Code.

Lessons Learned: Code officials must be partners in the process
Buy-in — DC code officials and the DC Building Code Advisory Council did not embrace the effort to “green” the
codes. Across the country, efforts to engage and include building departments and code officials in energy efficiency planning need to be improved. In DC, efforts at collaboration did not provide enough time and opportu-
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nity for code official buy-in. As a result, internal wrangling over code requirements wasted time, and significant
commercial energy performance improvements were postponed until 2010. Much was achieved, but improved
communication and cooperation in the future will enable the City to make future code upgrades more quickly
and effectively. Towards that end, a new committee has been formed called the Construction Code Coordinating
Board. The hope is that it will include code officials, environmental officials, national code experts, and community representatives from the construction and environmental sectors.
In community after community, priorities are changing and initiatives are being launched to address energy and
climate change. In most cases, working with code officials is an after-thought. Instead, while plans are under development at the earliest stages, code officials need to be included in brainstorming, discussions, workshops,
and meetings. Communitywide goals to reduce carbon emissions or improve energy efficiency cannot be
achieved without addressing the energy use of buildings. Code officials have unique expertise regarding current
code requirements and common construction practices that needs to be taken into consideration. They must be
involved in setting communitywide energy use/carbon reduction goals and need to be included in drafting action plans for achieving them.
Training — In addition, existing codes training and enforcement practices will not usually be sufficient to meet government and construction sector needs when new and innovative codes are adopted. Standard training does not
apply in DC’s case because the IECC standard code was
adopted with special amendments. IECC training available
from the International Code Council and other recognized
training organizations will not include the specialized information applicable to DC’s new code. DC will need to work
closely with expert trainers to develop energy code training
courses for code officials and the construction sector that
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Enforcement — Each community must ensure that management from building departments is included in goalsetting and planning for efficiency improvements through energy codes. They are critical stakeholders who can
help craft effective plans and programs that are necessary to achieve quantifiable results that can be reported to
the community, state, and federal government. In addition, since most communities do little or no enforcement
of the energy code, building departments need to develop and implement new enforcement measures to ensure that codes achieve desired energy savings. Green building advocates in DC are considering improvements
to the current code that would include requirements for measuring and verifying compliance. Measurement and
verification is an important aspect of claiming credit for carbon emissions or energy use and demonstrating progress towards community, state, or national goals.
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